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Abstract: In the period of web, when information creation has gone off-limits, associations are confronting an intense test in terms of handling, breaking down and putting away huge information. The major downside with this information is that it isn’t just being made at an exceptionally quick pace however it is likewise unstructured for example does not have a fixed schema. Besides it is emerging from divergent and discrete sources, for example, the online life. NoSql or Not Only Sql databases offer an exceptionally adaptable and evenly versatile answer for store organized, semi-organized and unstructured information. These databases store information as key-value a set which offers better accessibility and high throughput execution as far as preparing inquiries. They are intended to be profoundly adaptable as indicated by the client's necessities, and well appropriate for the necessities of the overlying application just as the hidden information being put away. This paper gives general information of the databases to store any type of data.
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I. Introduction

A Database is a gathering of related information sorted out such that information can be effectively gotten to, oversaw and refreshed. Any snippet of data can be information, for instance name of college. Database is really a spot where related snippet of data is put away and different activities can be performed on it. A DBMS is a product that permits creation, definition and control of database. DBMS is really an apparatus used to play out any sort of activity on information in database. DBMS additionally gives insurance and security to database. It keeps up information consistency if there should arise an occurrence of various clients. Here are a few instances of prevalent DBMS, MySQL, Oracle, Sybase, Microsoft Access and IBM DB 2 and so forth. Fig. 1 shows Classification of database according to user of database, location of data stored, type of data used, type of usage of data stored in database and structure of database. Generally Unstructured data or database fall into advanced database categories.

DBMS and propelled (Advanced) DBMS are not two distinct things, however we learn propelled ideas of DBMS and those ideas are known as Advanced DBMS.

Fig. Classification of Database

Organizations utilize diverse sorts of databases relying upon the kind of information they handle and their needs. A few information things have a uniform structure that enables them to fit into a table-based
A] Temporal Database: 
Time is certain in the vast majority of the database the executives applications. To deal with time fluctuating information for each application utilizing specially appointed strategies is a lumbering assignment. Fleeting database gives a productive arrangement, gives a structure for such an issue. Research presents fleeting databases and reviews the work done in the field of fleeting database models. First the paper[1] presents the customary database which we use today and how worldly database contrasts from it. We analyze distinctive time areas utilized to actualize such database and grouping of fleeting database. At long last, the paper talks about different proposed what's more, executed worldly models and future work in the field of fleeting database. [1], [2]

B] Spatial Database: 
Spatial database framework offers spatial information types in its information model and inquiry language, and backings spatial information types in its usage, giving in any event spatial ordering what's more, spatial join techniques. Spatial database frameworks offer the basic database innovation for geographic data frameworks and different applications. Paper [3] overviews information demonstrating, questioning, information structures and calculations, and framework engineering for such frameworks. The accentuation is on portraying known innovation in an intelligent way, as opposed to posting open issues.

C] Document oriented Data Model: 
Database can oblige countless on an on-request premise. The principle impediments with customary social database the board frameworks (RDBMS) are that they are difficult to scale with Data warehousing, Grid, Web 2.0 and Cloud applications, have non-straight question execution time, have temperamental inquiry designs and have static blueprint. Despite the fact that RDBMS's have given database clients the best blend of effortlessness, power, adaptability, execution, versatility and similarity however they are not ready to fulfill the present day clients and applications for the reasons referenced previously. NoSQL databases are generally non-social, conveyed and on a level plane adaptable and can fulfill the vast majority of the necessities of the present day applications. The fundamental attributes of these databases are sans construction, no join, nonrelational, simple replication support, basic API and in the long run predictable. The point of paper[4] is to outline how an issue being tackled utilizing MySQL will perform when MongoDB is utilized on a Big information dataset. The outcomes are empowering and obviously exhibit the examinations made. Inquiries are executed on a major information aircrafts database utilizing both MongoDB and MySQL. Select, refresh, erase and embed inquiries are executed and execution is assessed. [4]

D] Mobile Database: 
The quickly growing innovation of versatile correspondence will give versatile clients capacity of getting to data from anyplace and whenever. The remote innovation has made it conceivable to accomplish ceaseless network in versatile condition. At the point when the question is indicated as persistent, the mentioning versatile client can acquire constantly evolving result. So as to give exact and opportune result to mentioning versatile client, the areas of moving item needs to be intently checked. The goal of paper[5] is to talk about the issue identified with the job of individual and terminal portability and inquiry handling in the portable condition. [5], [6]

E] Multimedia Database: 
At the core of interactive media data frameworks lies the interactive media database the executive’s framework. Generally, a database comprises of a controlled accumulation of information identified with guaranteed substance, while a database the board framework, or DBMS, is a gathering of interrelated information with the set of projects used to characterize, make, store, get to, oversee, and inquiry the database. Also, we can see a media database as a controlled gathering of sight and sound information things, for example,
content, pictures, realistic items, portrayals, video, and sound. A mixed media DBMS offers help for mixed media information types, in addition to offices for the creation, capacity, access, inquiry, and control of the sight and sound database. The distinctive information types engaged with media databases may require unique techniques for ideal stockpiling, access, ordering, and recovery. The sight and sound DBMS ought to suit these exceptional prerequisites by giving abnormal state reflections to deal with the unique information types, alongside a reasonable interface for their introduction [7]

F] Image Database:

In the field of example acknowledgment and picture handling (PRIP), much consideration has been paid to plan of picture database frameworks. Indeed, we frequently discover the term ‘picture database’ in the written works as pursues; another picture pressure strategy for productive capacity in picture database, a various leveled information structure conspire for putting away pictures of incredible multifaceted nature into picture database framework, assessment of different closeness measures for picture database recovery, and so on. Every one of these methods had been researched autonomously before the idea of picture database progressively turned into a focal theme on which different PRIP inquires about is coordinated. [8]

G] Graph Database:

Graph databases are most appropriate for crossing and seeking applications, for example, finding related connections on LinkedIn, looking into companions on Facebook and so on. It gives more significance to the connection between information things as opposed to information itself. They are exceedingly streamlined for quick traversal and make proficient utilization of the diagram calculations, for example, most limited way first so as to discover the connection between data Graph database framework pursues CRUD (make, read, refresh, erase) strategies that are utilized in diagram information display what's more, it additionally utilizes file free contiguousness. List free contiguousness is critical so as to superior traversal. On the off chance that any Graph database uses this, at that point each hub keeps up direct reference to the adjoining hubs. It is alluded to as a miniaturized scale record for different hubs and less expensive than utilizing worldwide files. It implies question time is free for all out size of the diagram and essentially straightforwardly relative to the length of the diagram looked. It just implies that the associated hubs in the database dependably point to one another. Diagram database produce results quick as far as inquiry time and furthermore stores substantial measure of information. Diagram databases don't keep information into tables. There is a single information structure in a Graph database – the diagram and there is no join activity so every vertex or edge is specifically associated with other vertex. Graph stores the information into hubs which have a couple of connections. Graph databases pursue property Graph demonstrates. Diagram databases are under development with the goal of exchanges OLTP frameworks. These are intended for exchange honesty and operational accessibility. As of now known diagram databases go under NoSQL databases. A proficient Graph database show is fundamental for better administration of Graphs. Graph databases give such models which are more near the client's concern. These models are basic in nature, yet increasingly costly when contrasted with social databases and other NoSQL databases. In the present time, Graph database recaptured its notoriety because of handle diagram like structure in current applications and these are known as what's to come of database the board frameworks. [9] [10]

III. Conclusion

This paper discusses different types of databases based of the data used where temporal model focuses on time factor, Document oriented database focuses on big data, mobile database is useful for mobile communication, multimedia is related to videos, moving pictures. Image database focuses on pixel related data. Graphs database is connection stated data model. Top NoSQL document databases are OrientDB, MarkLogic, MongoDB, IBM Cloudant, BaseX, InterSystems Caché, Couchbase Server, CrateDB, Apache CouchDB, Azure Cosmos DB, eXist DB, IBM Informix.
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